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AGENDA 2018 International Forum for Law School Students
The Challenge to Law brought by Digital World
Sunday, June 3, 2018 Beijing, China
Venue: Conference Room 601, Mingde Law Building, Renmin Law School

Opening Ceremony, 08:30-09:00

Chair:
MENG Yanbei, Professor, Renmin University of China Law School

Welcome Speech
WANG Yi, Dean & Professor, Renmin University of China Law School

Address:
AOKI Hitoshi, Professor of Faculty of Law; Director of Hitotsubashi University
Asian Center in China, Hitotsubashi University

Lloyd WILSON, Professor, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of
Law

Group Photo

Session I / Challenge to Legal Theory & Rules, 9:00-10:30

Chair:
HUANG Chouwu, Renmin University of China Law School

Speakers (each speaker has 15 minutes):
1. Marek Palenicek, University Paris VIII Vincennes-Saint Denis
Topic: The Challenges of IA to the French Private Law Summa Divisio

2. Akimune Yoshida, Hitotsubashi University Graduate School of Law
   Topic: Legal Categorization of Artificial Intelligence: Is AI a Legal Person, Property, or Something Else?

3. SeungYun Lee, Korea University Law School
   Topic: Should online hate speech be protected under the name of freedom of speech?

4. TAN Guanfu, Renmin University of China Law School
   Topic: The Challenges to Digital Trade Regulation from the Perspective of International Economic and Trade Rules: Take China’s Practice as an Example

Discussant: DING Xiaodong, Associate Professor of Renmin University of China Law School; Deputy Director, Renmin Law & Technology Institute

10:15-10:30 Q & A

Tea Break, 10:30-10:45

Session II/Experiences from Different Jurisdictions, 10:45-12:25

Chair:
Shashan Deyoung, Indiana University McKinney School of Law

Speakers (each speaker has 15 minutes):
1. Erkhemkhuslen Erkheskhulan, National University of Mongolia School of Law
   Topic: Mongolian Legal System in Digital World
2. YANG Zhan, Renmin University of China Law School  
**Topic:** The Legal Attributes and Civil Protections of Virtual Property under Article 127 of China’s General Principles of the Civil Law

3. ZHONG Weiling, Renmin University of China Law School  
**Topic:** The Scope of Labour Law in the Digital World

4. Rakshya Giri, Kathmandu School of Law  
**Topic:** Challenges Faced by Nepal in Dealing with Digital World: A Legal Perspective

**Discussant:** Roger Zhang, Advisor, East & Concord Partners

**12:10-12:25 Q & A**

*Lunch, 12:30-13:30 [box lunch, conference room]*

**Session III / Issues in IP Law, 13:30-14:45**

**Chair:**
FU Weilin, Renmin University of China Law School

**Speakers (each speaker has 15 minutes):**

1. FAN Rui, Renmin University of China Law School  
**Topic:** The Challenge to Copyright Theory made by the 3D-Printing

2. Ana Andrijevic, University of Geneva Law School  
**Topic:** The Author’s Place in an AI World: An analysis under the Berne Convention

3. ZHAO Baao, The University of Oxford, Faculty of Law  
**Topic:** Technology-Oriented or Effect-Oriented: A Comparison between Chinese and
EU Copyright Jurisprudence on the “Communication Right” in Response to the Challenges Brought by Digital Technologies.

Discussant: WAN Yong, Professor, Renmin University of China Law School

14:30-14:45  Q & A

Session IV/New Issues & Innovative Solutions (1), 14:45-16:00

Chair: MA Xueji, Renmin University of China Law School

Speakers (each speaker has 15 minutes):

1. ZHOU Lei, Renmin University of China Law School
   Topic: The Dual Character of E-Commerce Platform to Undertake Administrative Tasks

2. Melinda Malek, LMU Munich Law School
   Topic: E-voting and its legal issues-the example of Germany

3. LIU Silin, Renmin University of China Law School
   Topic: The Internet Court in China and its Legal Procedure

Discussant: ZHANG Wenliang, Assistant Professor, Renmin University of China Law School

15:45-16:00  Q & A

Tea Break, 16:00-16:15
Chair:
Jacob Black, University of Oklahoma College of Law

1. Lars Olson, Indiana University McKinney School of Law
   **Topic:** Search and Seizure of the Mind

2. SUN Yuchen, Renmin University of China Law School
   **Topic:** Regulatory Transformation of the Sharing Economy in China: from Analogy-based to Competition-oriented

3. Rathana Keo, Sydney University Law School
   **Topic:** Current AI Applications in the Legal Profession and Implications for the Future

**Discussant:** Lloyd WILSON, Professor, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law

**17:15-17:30 Q & A**

**18:00-19:30 Dinner [1958 Restaurant]**

**Map: from Mingde Law Building to 1958 Restaurant**